SOCIOLOGY
2005-2011 SCHOLARSHIP

BOOKS:
Clough, Patricia and Jean Halley. The Affective Turn: Theorizing the Social (edited collection of essays by graduate students and former graduate students). Duke University Press, 2007
Hester Eisenstein Feminism Seduced: How Global Elites Use Women’s Labor and Ideas to Exploit the World (Paradigm, paperback)
Mauricio Font A Changing Cuba in a Changing World, Published On-line. Bildner Center, CUNY Graduate Center (606pp.)
Heilman, S. Hebrew edition of The Rebbe: The Life and the Afterlife of Menachem Mendel Schneerson (Kinerret Zmora/ Shazar, 2011)

PEER-REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS:


**Catsambis, Sophia, “Parental Involvement”, in Encyclopedia of Sociology, George Ritzer, (Ed), Blackwell, 2006**


**Clough, Patricia** “Reflections on Sessions Early in an Analysis: Trauma, Affect and ‘Enactive Witnessing’* Women and Performance 2009, 19(149-159).


**Patricia Ticineto Clough** “Scenes of Secrecy/ Scales of Hope,” Qualitative Inquiry, 2010.


**Patricia Ticineto Clough** “Praying and Playing to the Beat of a Child’s Metronome.” *Subjectivity* 2010, 3(40):1-17.


**Eisenstein, Hester,** “Scouting Parties and Bold Detachments:” Toward a Post-Capitalist Feminism,” *WSQ (Women’s Studies Quarterly)*, Vol. 34, Nos. 1 & 2, Spring-Summer 2006, pp. 40-87


Samuel Heilman How Did Fundamentalism Manage to Infiltrate Contemporary Orthodoxy?” *Contemporary Jewry* v. 25., pp. 258 – 272.


Harry Levine The full 35 page paper “Drug Arrests and DNA: Building Jim Crow's Database“ coauthored with Jon Gettman, Craig Reinaman, and Deborah Small, 18 graphs. Available as part of the above issue of *Gene Watch*


Michael J. White, Salut Muhidin, Catherine Andrzejewski, Eva Tagoe, Rodney Knight, and Holly Reed.


**Vesselinov, Elena.** “Segregation by Design: Mechanisms of Selection of Latinos and Whites into Gated Communities.” *Urban Affairs Review*.


Pfefferle, Susan G. and **Dana Beth Weinberg**. 2008. “Good Work: CNAs Making Meaning of Direct Care.” *Qualitative Health Research* 18(7):952-961. (49%)


Gittell, Jody Hoffer, **Dana Beth Weinberg**, Christine Bishop, and Susan G. Pfefferle. Forthcoming. “Impact of Relational Coordination on Job Satisfaction and Quality Outcomes in Nursing Homes.” *Human Resources Management Journal*.


**BOOK CHAPTERS:**


Edward Elgar.


PRESENTATIONS:


**Nicholas Alexiou** “The Inclusion of Invisible Minorities in the EU Member States: The Case of Greek Jews in Greece”. Paper presentation at the XXIII CESE Conference, University of Athens, Greece, June 6-10, 2008.


Andrew A. Beveridge and Joshua Radinsky. *Social Explorer as a Resource for Teaching.* Present at the 2006 Annual Meeting of the Social Science History Association, Minneapolis, MN, November 2 to 5.

**Andrew A. Beveridge**, “Peopling and Building New York City, 1900 to 2000: The Interaction of Demographic Factors and Land Use Decisions.” Presented at the 2006 Annual Meeting of the Social Science History Association, Minneapolis, MN, November 2 to 5.


**Beveridge, AA.** 2009 “Reflecting on Efforts to Build Communities of Teachers, Learners, and Researchers...”
Andrew A. Beveridge American Library Association, Annual Meeting, Oxford University Press, Booth, June 25, New Orleans, LA.
Andrew A. Beveridge Center for Geographical Analysis, Harvard University, Conference, May 6 and 7, Cambridge, MA.
Andrew A. Beveridge CUNY Journalism School, Ethnic Community and Media Census Training, May 5, New York, NY.
Andrew A. Beveridge American Association of Public Opinion Research, New York Chapter, April 21, New York, NY.
Andrew A. Beveridge Population Association of America, Pre-Conference Session, March 30, Washington, DC.
Andrew A. Beveridge National Low Income Housing Coalition, Annual Conference, March 29, Washington, DC.
Andrew A. Beveridge Census Bureau, Geography Division, January 28, Washington, DC.
Andrew A. Beveridge National Science Foundation NSF Course Curriculum and Laboratory Improvement Program/Transforming Undergraduate Education in Science Conference and Atrium Presentation, January 26-28, Washington, DC.
Andrew A. Beveridge CUNY Journalism School, Making Sense of the Census, January 3, New York, NY.


Patricia Clough “Trauma, Affect and ‘Enactive Witnessing.”: Psychology and Sociology Mini Conference at American Sociological Association, August 1-4, Boston. 2008

Patricia Clough “Ecstatic Corona” University of Texas Austin, Nov 10 2008

Patricia Clough “Scenes of Secrecy/ Scales of Hope” Duke University, October 17, 2008

Journal Articles, Peer Reviewed


Patricia Ticineto Clough Invited Speaker, “Unsettled Concepts: Memory and Emotion,” Symposium at the Humanities Institute at Stony Brook, Fall 2010.


Patricia Ticineto Clough “What Difference Do(es) the Graphic(s) Make: War by Other Means,” Sociology Fall Symposium at Rutgers University, Fall 2010.

Patricia Ticineto Clough Invited Response to Lin+Lam’s ‘Happened Tomorrow: Probabilities, Predictions and Prophecies,’ New School, September 11, 2010


Patricia Ticineto Clough Invited Speaker for Two Day Symposium at Ethnographic Dreamworlds, Buffalo State University, Spring 2010.

Patricia Ticineto Clough “What Difference Do(es) the Graphic(s) Make: War by Other Means,” Keynote at Affective Fabrics of Digital Cultures, Manchester, Summer 2010

Patricia Ticineto Clough Faculty at Three Day Symposium, The Affective Turn, An Invitation to New Analytic Engagements, Copenhagen Denmark, Summer, 2010.

Patricia Ticineto Clough Distinguished Lecture: “Method and the Social Imagination,” Queen Mary, University of London,” Winter 2010


Joseph Nathan Cohen “Managing the Faustian Bargain: Monetary Autonomy in the 2008 Pursuit of Development in Eastern Europe and Latin America”. Invited presentation in conference at University of Tallinn, Tallinn, Estonia.)


Hester Eisenstein Panelist, “Post-Colonial Perspectives on the Financial Crisis,” Center for Place, Culture and Politics, The Graduate Center, CUNY, November 11, 2008.


Hester Eisenstein Panelist, Marxist section, ASA, Atlanta, GA, August 14-16,

Hester Eisenstein Invited speaker at Marxism 2010, London, Thursday, July 1-Monday, July 5

Hester Eisenstein Presentation at “How Class Works” conference, Stony Brook, Thursday, June 3-Saturday, June 5, 2010

Hester Eisenstein Presentation at Book Culture, Thursday, April 8, 2010

Hester Eisenstein Panel at Graduate Center, Wednesday, March 24, 2010 with Peter Kwong, Ruth Milkman, and Ida Susser, The Graduate Center.

Hester Eisenstein Panelist at Left Forum, March 19-21, 2010, Pace University

Hester Eisenstein Panelist at Queens College, “Gender in the Workplace,” Monday, March 15

Hester Eisenstein Presentation at Revolution Books, Thursday, March 11

Hester Eisenstein Presentation at Brecht Forum, Monday, March 8, 2010

Hester Eisenstein Presentation at Bluestockings with Silvia Federici, Friday, February 12, 2010


Eisenstein, H., Talk on Feminism Seduced: How Global Elites Use Women’s Labor and Ideas to Exploit the World (Paradigm, 2010), Hartwick College, Oneonta, NY, 10.28.11.


Sujatha Fernandes, “The Role of Cuba in US Politics,” Roundtable discussion sponsored by Equity Access Institute, and the Caribbean Research Center (Medgar Evers College, CUNY), Metropolitan College of New York, June 2007.


Sujatha Fernandes, “I’m Leaving with Chrissy/crisis”: The Poetics of Crisis in Cuban Film.” Conference on “Disjunctive States: Crisis and Historicity in Cuba and Haiti.” Anthropology Department, University of Chicago, April 2007.


Mauricio Font, Presentation, “A Century of Social Change in Brazil,” Colloquium: The Brazilian State:Paths and Prospects of Dirigisme and Liberalization. Bildner Center for Western Hemisphere Studies, Graduate Center, City University of New York, November 9-10, 2009

Mauricio Font, Presentation, “Latin Communities in the US and New York: Growing Significance andsome Challenges.” Panel discussion “Diversity Issues facing The City University of New York” Sponsored by The Affirmative Action Committee at Hostos Community College, CUNY. Wednesday, October 14, 2009


Habtu, A., 2011 “Ethiopian Federalism in Comparative Perspective,” Department of Sociology Seminar Series, Queens College / CUNY, March 30, 2011

Samuel Heilman Fulbright Senior Specialist Lecture, Nanjing University Institute of Advanced Social Studies, Shanghai University, Henan University 2008

Samuel Heilman UC Santa Barbara

Samuel Heilman Queens University in Kingston Ontario

Samuel Heilman Institute for Advanced Studies, Hebrew University of Jerusalem


Samuel Heilman Rutgers University, 2010

Hsin, Amy and Xie, Yu. “Social Causes and Consequences of Children’s Non-cognitive Skills.” Center for Research for Inequality and the Life Course (CIQLE) at Yale University in October 2010


Levine, Harry, 2007, “Marijuana Arrests, Policing and the Media” Public lecture at University of Helsinki, Finland. May


Harry Levine 2009 "Policing Drugs" and "Addiction" panel presentations at DPA Conference, Albuquerque, NM. Nov 13, 14


Harry Levine 2009 "Marijuana Arrests in New York City" Fordham Law School Forum, Feb 26

Pyong Gap Min Rukoku University, Japan (July 2008)


Pyong Gap Min Department of Sociology & the Appenzeller International Studies School, Pai Chai University (April 2008)

Pyong Gap Min School of Humanities and Social Sciences, Pohang University of Science and Technology (April 2008)

Pyong Gap Min Department of Sociology, Chung Buk University (March 2008)

Pyong Gap Min The Global Cultural History R & D Center, Han Kuk University of Foreign Studies (March 2008)

Pyong Gap Min Department of Sociology & the Brain Korea 21 Project Group, Korea University (March 2008)

Pyong Gap Min National Youth Policy Institute of Korea (March 2008)

Pyong Gap Min The Beautiful Foundation USA, New York (February 2008)


Min, Pyong Gap 2007 (October) “Young Jewish Americans’ Linkages to the Jewish Community and Israel and Their Mechanisms.” Presented at the Overseas Korean Youth and Global Networking Organized by National Youth Policy Institute of Korea, Seoul, Korea.


Min, Pyong Gap 2007 (September) “The Importance of Bilingual and Bicultural Background for Academic Success in the United States.” Lecture Given for the Korean Language School at the New Church of New York

Min, Pyong Gap 2007 (June) “Protestantism in South Korea and the Korean Immigrant Community in New York City.” Lecture Given for the Faculty Development Institute, the New York Theological Seminary
Min, Pyong Gap 2007 (June) “New Immigrants and Their Religions in New York City,” Lecture Given for the Faculty Development Institute, the New York Theological Seminary

Min, Pyong Gap 2007 (June) Panel Discussion on “Rise of Korean American Studies” at the Asian American American Studies Center of UCLA in Commemoration of the 15th Anniversary of the 1992 Los Angeles Riots


Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (November) A Book Talk about Preserving Ethnicity through Religion in America. The Asian American Center, Department of Sociology, & Department of Anthropology, UCLA

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (November) “Marital Patterns and Use of Mother Tongue at Home among Native-Born Asian Americans.” Sociology Department and The Research Center for Korean Community, Queens College

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (October) “Intergenerational Transmission of Ethnicity through Religion: Korean Protestants and Indian Hindus.” International Program in Asian-Pacific Studies, Cheng Chi University, Taiwan

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (October) “Patterns of Intermarriage and Cross-Generational In-marriage among Native-Born Asian Americans.” Sociology Department, Tunghai University, Taiwan

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (October) “Patterns of Post-1965 Immigration and "Ethnic and Racial Diversity in the U.S.” Sociology Department, Tunghai University, Taiwan.

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (October) “Patterns of Intermarriage and Cross-Generational In-marriage among Native-Born Asian Americans.” Research Group for Global Korean Business and Culture, Chonnam National University, Korea

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (October) “Korean Immigrants’ Korean Cultural Activities in New York City and Their Effect on New Yorkers.” Center for Research on History and Culture, Hankuk University for Foreign Studies and the Association for Studies of Global Cultural Contents, Korea


Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (August) “Marital Patterns and Use of Mother Tongue at Home among Native-Born Asian Americans.” The Annual Meeting of the American Sociological Association, Atlanta.


Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (March) “Marital Patterns and Use of Mother Tongue at Home among Native-Born Asian Americans.” The CUNY Sociology Program

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (March) “Patterns of Intermarriage and Cross-Generation In-marriage.” The Asian and American Research Institute at the CUNY

Min, Pyong Gap 2010 (January) “Marital Patterns and Use of Mother Tongue at Home among Native-Born Asian Americans.” The Coalition of Korean Alumni Associations in the New York


Pyong Gap Min 2011 (October) “The Role of New York Koreans in Globalizing Korean Culture,” Distinguished Professor Lecture, Organized by Research Center for Humanities for Unification, Kongkuk University

Pyong Gap Min 2011 (October) “Korean Immigrants’ Economic and Cultural Conflicts in the United States,” Keynote Speech at the Conference on “Korean Diasporas and Multiculturalism,” Organized by Research Center for Humanities for Unification, Konkuk University and Cultural contents and Technology Research Institute, Choong-Ang University, Seoul

Pyong Gap Min 2011 (October) “Korean Immigrant Churches in the New York-New Jersey Area: Socio-cultural Functions and Gender Discrimination,"Honam Theological University in Kwangju, Korea..


Victoria Pitts-Taylor “The Body, Biomedicine and Governmentality: Cosmetic Surgery and Technologies of the Self,” invited lecture, the Tenth Anniversary Symposium on Women’s Bodies, Biotechnology and Globalization, Ewha Women’s University, Seoul, Korea.

Victoria Pitts-Taylor “Medicine, Governmentality and Biopower in Cosmetic Surgery,” invited lecture, Transformation/Transgression: On the Legal, Medical and Cultural Regulation of the Body, Institute of Medical Law, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom.

Victoria Pitts-Taylor “Visible Selves and Body Projects,” invited lecture, The Blurring of Boundaries; Aesthetics and Ethics in Contemporary Media, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.


Robin Rogers-Dillon Evangelicals and the Primaries, Princeton University, February 8

Rogers-Dillon, Robin, 2006 “Minimizing Vulnerabilities” Contents and Methods Seminar, Columbia University. March 14

Rogers-Dillon, Robin, 2009 Non-Profit Capital Markets, Hudson Institute, Washington DC, September 17


Charles Turner American Public Health Association, San Diego, CA, October, 2008

Charles Turner Untreated chlamydial infection among the young adult population of Baltimore, MD, USA. (With E Eggleston, SM Rogers, et al.)

Charles Turner T. vaginalis and C. trachomatis: Whom should we screen? (With S. Tan, SM Rogers, et al.)


Charles F. Turner Chlamydial Infection among Young Adults in Baltimore, MD: Gender Differences across the last Decade. With SM Rogers & MSSP Research Team. International Union against Sexually Transmitted Infections, Tbilisi, Georgia, September, 2010.


Turner, CF., Increased Risk for Trichomonas Vaginalis in an Urban Population of Young Adults. (With S.M. Rogers et al.) International Society for STD Research,, Biennial Meeting, Quebec City, Canada, June, 2011

Turner, CF., STI-related risk behaviors and STI disparity between residents of Baltimore City and other urban cities in the U.S. (With M.A. Villarroell et a;l.) International Society for STD Research,, Biennial Meeting, Quebec City, Canada, June, 2011


Viladrich, A. Co-Organizer and Discussant. Session (Number 72) Population Issues and Public Policy. IX Sociology Conference at the University of Buenos Aires (IX Jornadas de Sociología de la Universidad de Buenos Aires), organized by the School of Sociology of the University of Buenos Aires, August 8-12, 2011.

Dana Weinberg “Problems in the Nurse Labor Market: Issues of Supply and Demand,” presentation at Health Care Labor Markets in a Global Context, hosted by the Women and Gender in Global Perspective Program at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and funded by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, September 10, 2008.

Dana Weinberg “Medical and Surgical Residents’ Perspectives on Collaboration and Coordination with Nurses,” with Dianne Cooney-Miner and Leetal Rivlin, presentation at the Interdisciplinary Research Group on Nursing Issues (IRGNI) Interest Group Meeting in Washington, D.C. in conjunction with the AcademyHealth Annual Research Meeting, June 7, 2008. Also presented as poster June 9, 2008.


Dana Beth Weinberg “Improving Long-Term Care for Residents and Workers: The Effects of Leadership, Relationships, and Job Design” with Christine Bishop, Better Jobs Better Care Final Grantee Meeting ,Boston, MA, June 9, 2006.

Dana Beth Weinberg “Priceless and Worthless: Nursing Care in the Corporatized Hospital,” Women’s Studies Program, Queens College – CUNY, Flushing, NY, April 10, 2006.


Dana Beth Weinberg “Nursing Education: Does it Really Matter?” Edmunds Lecture, University of Maryland School of Nursing, October 2, 2007.

Dana Beth Weinberg “Empowering Direct Care Workers and Fostering Culture Change in Nursing Homes.” Louis Stokes Cleveland Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center “Topics in Geriatric Medicine” lecture series, April 20, 2007.


PERFORMANCES, EXHIBITIONS AND OTHER SCHOLARLY WORK:


Nicholas Alexiou “Lost in Translation”. Poetry reading at Northeastern University, Chicago, Illinois.


Andrew Beveridge “The Senate’s Demographic Shift” (November 2008).

Andrew Beveridge “A Shift in Albany Could Avert Higher Rents” (October 2008)

Andrew Beveridge “An Affluent, White Harlem?” (August 2008)

Andrew Beveridge “The School Divide Starts at Kindergarten” (June 2008)

Andrew Beveridge “Housing Squeeze Shows No Sign of Easing” (May 2008)

Andrew Beveridge “A Religious City” (February 2008)

Beveridge, AA. “Stuyvesant Town and Peter Cooper Village, Then and Now.” Demographic Topic Columns, Gotham Gazette. (September, 2006)

Beveridge, AA. “What New Yorkers Are Like Now” – First Results of the American Community Survey.” Demographic Topic Columns, Gotham Gazette. (August, 2006)

Beveridge, AA. “Hitting the 9 Million Mark.” Demographic Topic Columns, Gotham Gazette. (June, 2006)

Beveridge, AA. “New York’s Asians” Demographic Topic Columns, Gotham Gazette. (May, 2006)

Beveridge, AA. “Undocumented Immigrants.” Demographic Topic Columns, Gotham Gazette. (April, 2006)

Beveridge, AA. “Transit Workers/Transit Riders; Beginning Lawyers Are Richer; 9 Million New Yorkers?” Demographic Topic Columns, Gotham Gazette. (March, 2006)


Beveridge, AA. “Housing Squeeze Shows No Sign of Easing” (May 2008), “Gotham Gazette” Demographic Topic Columns

Beveridge, AA. “A Religious City” (February 2008), “Gotham Gazette” Demographic Topic Columns

Beveridge, AA. “Will the 2010 Census ‘Steal’ New Yorkers?” (December 2007), “Gotham Gazette” Demographic Topic Columns


Beveridge, AA. “Feeling the Effects of a Housing Bust” (September 2007), “Gotham Gazette” Demographic Topic Columns

Beveridge, AA. “No Quick Riches for New York’s Twentysomethings.” (June, 2007), “Gotham Gazette” Demographic Topic Columns


Beveridge, AA. “New York and the Fight Over the 2010 Census” (February 2009) “Gotham Gazette” Demographic Topic Columns

Andrew Alan Beveridge Gotham Gazette, “Census Likely to Offer Accurate Count of New Yorkers” (September 16, 2010)

Andrew Alan Beveridge Gotham Gazette, “Census Could Set Off Major Redistricting in State” (February 25, 2010)

Andrew A. Beveridge Columns in Gotham Gazette a Publication of Citizens Union Foundation:
Andrew A. Beveridge Columns in Gotham Gazette a Publication of Citizens Union Foundation: “10 Years Later: Enumerating the Loss at Ground Zero” (September 10, 2011)
Andrew A. Beveridge Columns in Gotham Gazette a Publication of Citizens Union Foundation: “Under a Different Name Census Data is Ready for Perusal” (August 11, 2011)
Andrew A. Beveridge Columns in Gotham Gazette a Publication of Citizens Union Foundation: “Failure of Redistricting Reform Could Bring Reprise of 2002’s Fiasco” (June 16, 2011)
Andrew A. Beveridge Columns in Gotham Gazette a Publication of Citizens Union Foundation: “Census Wounded City’s Pride but Probably Got the Numbers Right” (April 26, 2011)
Andrew A. Beveridge Columns in Gotham Gazette a Publication of Citizens Union Foundation: “Census Brings Unpleasant Surprise for State Politicians” (January 04, 2011)
Clough, P. Review of Manuel DeLanda’s A New Philosophy of Society. With Sam Han and Rachel Schiff Theory Culture and Society, Annual Review, 27(2007, 7-8.)
Patricia Ticineto Clough Tumblr: “Objects+Relations” With graduate students creating online expressions of concepts for rethinking objects, relations and networks, 2010-
Patricia Ticineto Clough “Methods of Becoming” Co-designer and organizer of an online project


Samuel Heilman “Thoughts on the Study of the Orthodox Community: After Thirty-Five Years,” *AJS Perspectives*, Spring 2008, pp. 16-19


Heilman, Samuel, 2007 ‘FEUERSTEIN Family” in *Encyclopedia Judaica*

Samuel Heilman Editor of *Contemporary Jewry* produced three issues in 2010, http://www.springer.com/humanities/religious+studies/journal/12397

Kapsis, R., n 2011, I collaborated with the Museum of Modern Art to develop a major career retrospective on film director Charles Burnett that took take place April 6—25, 2011 and showcased 20 of Burnett’s films, including several shorts


Harry Levine Testimony At Hearings Of New York State Assembly Committees, “Regarding Lessons Learned From The Rockefeller Drug Laws After Thirty-Five Years,” May 8, 2008, New York City


Miller, J. Evaluation of Biology 200 for MARC U-Star Program, NIH Grant

Miller, J. Evaluation of Incoming Students Awarded MARC Fellowship, NIH Gran


Pyong Gap Min Review of *The Housing Divide: How Generations of Immigrants Fare in New York’s Housing Market*, by Emily Rosenbaum and Samantha Friedman. *Contemporary Sociology* 37: 54-55.


Min, Pyong Gap. Guest Editor. 2010. Special Issue (February 2010) on “Korean Americans” for *Studies of Koreans Abroad* (a Korea-based bilingual journal)

Min, Pyong Gap October 2010 Organizer of the 2-day International Conference on “Overseas Koreans’ Transnational Ties to Their Homeland,” for the Research Center for Korean Community, Flushing, New York City.
Pyong Gap Min 2011 (December) Fellowship ($20,000) from International Center for Korean Studies (ICKS) at Korea University in Korea for the Book Project, “The Role of New York Korean Immigrants in Globalizing Korean Culture”

Pyong Gap Min 2011 (August) Reception of Honorable Mention (runner-up) in the Thomas and Znaniecki Book Award competition from the International Migration Section of the American Sociological Association for my book Preserving Ethnicity through Religion in America: Korean Protestants and Indian Hindus across Generations (2010)


http://thinkafricapress.com/population-matters/new-opportunities-nigeria (General Interest Article)


Robin Rogers-Dillon “The New Evangelical Politics” Society Vol.45, No.5, 412-414


Seiler, Lauren 10/09/08 Sex, Sociology and Science. The Knight News.


Vesselinov, Elena (PI) and Renaud Le Goix (Co-PI), “Socio-Economic Impact of Gated Communities on American Cities.” $146,880. Funded by NIH, under the R03 mechanism

Beveridge, Andrew (PI) and Elena Vesselinov (Co-PI), “The Geography of Default: The Distribution and Social Impact of Mortgage Foreclosures in the United States, 2005 to 2009.” National Science Foundation, $140,000.
